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Opibus Pre-Order Terms & Conditions
Electric Off-road Vehicle Conversions
These Terms & Conditions are valid from 2019-09-23 and contains the only conditions and
details regarding Opibus Pre-Order list for electric vehicle conversions, and will be available
on (www.opibus.se). Opibus reserves the right to change these Terms & Conditions by
notifying the client over email or a telephone conversation. It is the client’s responsibility to
keep updated with possible changes communicated by Opibus.
Pre-order details
When placing a Pre-Order, the client reserves a slot in the Pre-Order list. This slot entitles
the client's vehicle a position in the production schedule and the exact position can be made
available to the client upon request. Once Opibus has finalised the production schedules and
delivery times for a certain planning period, the client will be informed either by email or a
telephone conversation. The client has a 5 day window period from the time of notification, to
either Accept or Decline the Final Order. Failure to do so may result in the production slot
being offered to other clients without notification.
Information
At the point of Pre-Order you will be required to provide certain information, such as product
specifications, address and billing information. You represent and warrant that all such
information is accurate, and you shall ensure that such information is kept current. Opibus
shall have no responsibility or liability for inaccurate information or information that later
becomes outdated, and shall have no obligation to make efforts to determine the correct
contact or shipping information.
Delivery
Upon accepting the client's Pre-Order, Opibus is obliged to provide a preliminary expected
time to delivery. However, Opibus reserves the right to make amendments to this date
during the whole Pre-Order period by communicating this to the client. Although Opibus will
make efforts to fulfill this estimated time of delivery, the Buyer understands and agrees that
there may be delays. An estimated time of delivery (ETD) is only an estimate, and hence is
subject to change. Opibus does not represent or warrant that it will be able to deliver by the
estimated date. As a result, in the event that a delay arises and the estimated delivery is not
met, Opibus is not responsible for any damages that may occur due to the delay, nor shall it
be obligated, except as set forth in these Terms & Conditions, to provide any discounts,
refunds or credits due to any such delays.
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Payment
The Pre-Order fee is USD1000.00 (One thousand US Dollars). Upon receipt of the
Pre-Order fee, the client’s slot in the production schedule is confirmed. The Pre-Order fee is
deductible from the total order value, should the client place the Final Order.
Pre-Order Cancellation
Either Opibus, the client or both reserves the right to terminate the Pre- Order at any given
point in time through a written notice. Termination of the Pre-Order automatically results in
the client forfeiting their slot on the production schedule. The Pre-Order fee is fully
refundable and will be paid back to the client as soon as possible if the client or Opibus
decides to cancel the Pre-Order or if the client Decline the Final Order. Cancellation and
Rights of Regret after Accepting the Final Order is covered in the Purchase Agreement.
These Terms & Conditions constitutes the entire understanding between Opibus and the client
relating to Pre-order of Electric Vehicle Conversion and supersedes all prior written and oral
agreements and understandings.
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